
Congratulations to Skingevity Med Spa
Founder on being named a 2024 Top 5 Leader
in USA Today

USA Today Featuring Skingevity Med Spa CEO

as a Top 5 Leader in 2024

Announcing Skingevity Med Spa CEO and Owner's

feature in USA Today on being named a 2024 Top

5 Leader.

SPRING PARK, MINNESOTA, UNITED STATES,

April 15, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In 2024,

the spotlight shines on a select group of

leaders who are transforming their industries

and setting new benchmarks for innovation

and impact. In the realm of tax and financial

consulting, one standout entrepreneur is

redefining fiscal strategy with a keen focus on

AI and customer-centric services. Meanwhile,

in the med spa sector, another leader is

revolutionizing wellness and beauty, merging

cutting-edge treatments with holistic health

approaches.

Amanda Lemmage, owner of Skingevity Med

Spa, has carved a distinguished niche in the

wellness and skincare industry, blending her

passion for aesthetics with entrepreneurial

acumen. With 24 years of experience, her journey from a background in interior design and

business healthcare to a luminary in the med spa sector underscores her multifaceted expertise.

Skingevity Med Spa, located in a prime community, is renowned for its elite technicians and

subtle, yet effective treatments, epitomizing Amanda’s philosophy that "the injectable is

undetectable."

Amanda’s approach to wellness transcends mere treatments; she is deeply invested in

mentoring technicians and entrepreneurs, leveraging her global platform as a speaker to inspire

and guide. Her commitment to enhancing patient wellbeing and fostering a nurturing

environment for both men and women has established Skingevity as a sanctuary of healing and

beauty enhancement.

The key to Amanda’s success lies in her patient-centric methodology—carefully listening to their

http://www.einpresswire.com


There's a Younger you

inside.  We take the worry

out of Longevity, and bring

you Skingevity.”

Amanda Lemmage

concerns and aspirations, and devising comprehensive,

realistic plans for their aesthetic journey. This personalized

strategy, combined with her focus on creating a

sustainable home care regimen, has garnered a loyal

clientele and a reputation for excellence in the industry.

Looking forward, Amanda aims to expand her influence

through launching a podcast and increasing her presence

on the global speaking circuit, sharing her insights and experiences to inspire a wider audience.

Her recent features in Vogue and Vanity Fair magazines, along with the expansion to a new state-

of-the-art facility, reflect the burgeoning recognition of her work and the efficacy of her approach

to wellness and aesthetic beauty.

With a focus on teaching entrepreneurs to build profitable brands and achieve industry

recognition, Amanda continues to be a pivotal figure in wellness and skincare. Her upcoming

speaking engagement in Aruba and her motivational journey, overcoming both professional and

personal hurdles, promise to further solidify her status as a transformative leader in the

wellness and entrepreneurial landscape.
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